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COMMENTS ON THE GREEN PAPER 
I agree totally with the opinions expressed from the e-mail address 
espaciosinhumo@hotmail.com, and am therefore forwarding you the text of that mail: 
 
We are a group of Spanish waiters who have joined forces to fight against Law 28/2005 of 26 
December 2005, which protects the health of Spanish workers from ETS but makes an 
exception for the health of most of us waiters, who continue to inhale the smoke of other 
people’s cigarettes in our workplace. We have yet to receive any institutional support, despite 
having contacted many offices, associations, trade unions, etc. 
 
The most effective measure that the EU could take would be to impose a total ban on smoking 
in the workplace and in enclosed or virtually enclosed public places. The controversial 
Spanish law is a clear example of how not to regulate this matter, as it fails to protect most 
waiters. 
 
We demand equality: the protection given to our health should be the same as that for 
workers in other occupations – no more, no less, equal. 
 
A total ban on smoking would prevent the discrimination between workers that has been 
created in Spain. The State has left us exposed to a risk that is not even intrinsic to the work 
of a waiter: a waiter can serve coffees and beers without having to breathe in air contaminated 
by ETS for eight hours a day. 
 
We are living in the year 2007. Given the medical studies that have been carried out, more 
permissive ETS policies would represent a step backwards, when we should be moving 
forwards. 
 
We think that the most appropriate option would be for the EU to lay down legislation that is 
binding on the Member States. This would prevent “capricious” laws that, for some workers, 
give priority to health protection, but for other disadvantaged workers, give priority to 
protecting the financial interests of the tobacco industry and bar and restaurant owners.  
 
The above-mentioned Spanish law shows that exceptions to the smoking ban are pernicious. 
In bars of less than 100 m², owners can choose whether to allow customers to smoke on the 
premises or not. More than 90% of these establishments allow smoking indoors. In bars over 
100 m², owners must physically separate their premises into two areas: one for smokers and 
one for non-smokers (which must be larger). The law came into force 18 months ago, but only 
one bar of this size in Zaragoza (the fifth largest city in Spain) has undertaken the work to 
create two separate areas. This leaves all bar and restaurant staff exposed to ETS. 
 
Does a miner go down a mine without a helmet? Of course not, so why is a waiter not 
protected against ETS? We are also demanding that the use of active-carbon face masks be 
made compulsory (they appear to provide the most effective protection against ETS toxins) and 
that a toxicity bonus be introduced for the hospitality industry, as is the case in other sectors.  
 
If the worst came to the worst and a total ban was not introduced by means of binding 
European legislation, it would be absolutely necessary to lay down effective mandatory health 
measures and toxicity bonuses for workers exposed to this risk, thus raising ETS exposure to 
the category of “occupational hazard” in European legislation. 
 
Our e-mail address is espaciosinhumoparatodos@hotmail.com which we use to collect the 
signatures of waiters who share our views. Please write to this address with any suggestion 
that may help us in our quest.  
 
We would like the Commission to address the following question to the Spanish authorities: In 
the eyes of the Spanish State, does the health of waiters not deserve the same protection as 
the health of other workers?   
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This paper represents the views of its author on the subject. These views have not been adopted or in any way approved by the Commission 
and should not be relied upon as a statement of the Commission's or Health & Consumer Protection DG's views. The European Commission 
does not guarantee the accuracy of the data included in this paper, nor does it accept responsibility for any use made thereof. 




